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The Echo: Maybe one day you’ll understand what makes us tick. Maybe.

Keane to get finished
Almost a month after start-

In fact, last week police had
ing his round at the St Clar- to close the motorway to
th
ets Golf Day, former player allow Keane to play his 56
approach
shot
to
that
hole.
Colin Keane (right) is finally
nearing completion.
Keane of course has history
with slow play, having taken
Despite currently sitting at
3,578 over par, Keane is de- almost ten years to complete
termined to finish his round one round in Buenos Aires,
with everyone thinking he
in style.
was working as a chippy in
Sadly his efforts have caused Clare at the time (issue 27).
problems to users of the
M25 as Colin has struggled Colin’s score is so high that
he’s been approached by
to find the fairway on the
th
tricky 17 at Stockley Park. Rory McIlroy for a game.

Keane in a spot of
bother on the M25

Daly dazzles Darren
In a soon to be released noholes-barred book by former Man United manager
Alex Ferguson, Claretian
defender Rickie Daly will
be identified as the main
reason behind the absence
of United’s Scottish mid-

fielder Darren Fletcher over
the past two seasons.
In an extract from the
book, soon to be serialised
by The Echo, Fergie says:
“I’ve come across some
characters in my day; there

was Whiteside, McGrath,
Robson and even Bestie,
but when it comes to shenanigans, that Rickie Daly
boy takes the biscuit.
“Ever since he moved to
England he’s had Fletch
dancing to his tune. If Daly
texted “porter”, Fletch
would go running.
United die-hard Patrick
Lynott has vowed to “sort”
the problem next time he
gets a fifty-fifty ball with
Daly at training.

Daly, Fletcher and the crew on a “porter” run

Mind you, Patrick would
need to actually be at training for that to happen!

Hey Gringo
On-the-run Claretian James
Hanna (below) has been
found hiding in Mexico as he
tries to avoid the attention of
Irish Post sports editor Ronan Early, whose bike he
“borrowed” at Easter.

